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About the program

Reasons to select this course

If you have a keen interest in Aviation and Thermal Industries and have been meaning to dig deep and understand a 
powerful Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) tool like ANSYS Fluent, this is the course for you. In this 3-month course, we 
will walk you through Fluent and how it provides fast and accurate results across a wide range of the CFD and Multiphysics 

applications. 
 

Fluent contains the broad physical modeling capabilities needed to model �ow, turbulence, heat transfer, and reactions 
for industrial applications. At the end of the course, you will have a better understanding of all the background physics 
within each option in the tool. This sets you up with much-needed skill-sets for a CFD Application Engineer, CFD 

Developer, or a CFD Service Engineer. 

Designed by Skill-Lync with inputs from academicians and industry experts to ensure that students are trained in 
the skills expected in the industry.

Students will be supported by Skill-Lync’s dedicated team of support engineers, who will answer all your questions 
around the clock. 

Hypermesh and Radioss both belong to the Hyperwork platform. You will train in industry-standard crash and test 
simulations and increase your chances of getting employed.



Basics of Crashworthiness Physics,
FEA Concepts and CAE Process

Course Syllabus

The �rst module you learn will learn about di�erent types of analysis, the di�erence between Implicit and Explicit analysis, 
di�erent non-linearities and along with this you will also bust the myth that ‘strong structure equates safe structure’ by 
teaching you about:

Meaning of crash safety for a vehicle
Law of conservation of energy applied to a car crash
Basic concepts of FEA such as linear-nonlinear, static-dynamic, Implicit- Explicit analysis, their di�erences and the 
guidelines on how to choose a method for a given FEA problem

Introduction to HyperMesh
HyperMesh is one of the most popular Finite Element Preprocessor used to generate meshes
of complex models. In this module, you will learn the GUI of HyperMesh, various elements available in FEA like 1D, 2D and 3D 
elements, how to choose the element depending on the geometry by covering topics such as:

Overview of Pre-Processors and their importance in FEA Processes
Primary introduction to GUI of HyperMesh, toolbars and basic operations

Geometry Editing in HyperMesh
Learning to mesh geometries is an important step in performing FEA. Therefore, we will extensively cover the topic by which 
the students can understand, geometry clean up, tools available for geometry cleanups,

Using an edited geometry to generate mid-surface and appropriate 2D mesh with regards to mesh �ow, trias & mesh size, 
by various methods
Using the geometry tools to clean up the distorted geometry

Meshing – 1D, 2D & 3D and Mesh Quality Check
In this section, you will learn what is 1D, 2D, and 3D meshing, what is mesh quality and how to improve them and then 
exporting the meshed model to the speci�c solver.

Using an edited geometry to generate mid-surface and appropriate 2D mesh with regards to mesh �ow, trias and mesh size, 
by various methods
Using the geometry to create a 3D mesh using various methods
Meaning of mesh quality and ways to control and improve it
Types of 1D elements, their speci�cations, and creation
Exporting a meshed model from HyperMesh in the speci�ed solver format



In this section, you will learn what is an Explicit Solver, what is an engine �le 
and a starter �le and their signi�cance and also what is an out �le and how to 
read this out �le.

Overview of Radioss- An Explicit FEA solver for crashworthiness
Essential Radioss input �les, their signi�cance, and format
Overview of output �les and their signi�cance

Introduction to Radioss

In this section, you will learn about the various element formulations available for di�erent types of elements in the Radioss and 
their applications, how to assign thickness for the component and also you will understand various parameters available in the 
property card and their signi�cance. Similarly, you will also learn various material cards available in Radioss and their use cases 
along with their failure criteria.

Application of thickness and dimensional properties, integration points for 1D, 2D and 3D elements
Study and application of concepts such as material intrinsic properties, failure criteria, non-linearity, plasticity, 
and hyper-elasticity into a material model

Element Properties and Materials

In this section, you will learn a new application that is developed by Altair exclusively to set up the crash simulations and along 
with this, you will be learning the GUI of Hypercrash. You will also be introduced to Hyperview and HyperGraph where you will 
learn how to post-process the simulation results

Introduction to HyperCrash, a specialized pre-processor for Radioss
Introduction to HyperView and HyperGraph as post-processing tools in the FEA process

HyperCrash, HyperView and HyperGraph

Interface modelling will be a complex topic that you can �nd in any solver. Here you will learn what is a contact and how it 
works, what are the di�erent parameters you need to look into while de�ning a contact in a model, what are the di�erent types 
of contacts and their use cases. 

Concepts of an interface between given components, penalty formulation method, contact sti�ness, gap, 
penetration, interference, and tied interfaces
Creation of various types of interfaces and removing any errors or interferences

Interface (Contact) Modelling



Setup of static and dynamic loading conditions such as velocity, 
acceleration, a constraint on degree of freedom, rigid walls, spot welds, 
and seam welds

In this section, you will understand how to set up a proper 
boundary condition for any given simulation, what are the di�erent 
types of loading conditions and di�erent types of joints available in 
Radioss

Boundary Conditions
Setup

Control of simulation in terms of the time step, accuracy, run time, types of outputs
Checks and Debugs

Concept of an airbag in FEA, its modelling methods and challenges with an example

Checking and debugging any errors in the model using diagnostic methods

In this section, you will learn about the concept of the time step and how it can be optimized to increase the speed of the 
simulation and also the concept of mass scaling. You will also understand the various control cards available in Radioss and their 
use cases.

Simulation Control

In this section, you will the various check you to do before running the simulation and also you will understand how to debug a 
simulation along with its approach 

In this section, you will exclusively learn about the Physics of an airbag in crash scenarios and how to model them in Radioss. You 
will be learning about two types of Airbags ( with vent and without vent )

Airbag and its Modelling in FEA

Various occupant injury criteria currently being considered while determining the crashworthiness and safety performance of 
a car

In this section, you will learn about how the injury criteria are calculated in the actual crash test environment and how it a�ects 
the rating of the vehicle. You will also learn about the dummy standards that are used in crash testing.

Occupant Injury Criteria



Study of basic elements of most popular crashworthiness 
standards, the criteria used while determining the 
crashworthiness performance and ways to measure this in 
the FEA model

Crashworthiness Standards

In this project, you will set up the case for the frontal crash simulation from scratch. 
You will also work on post-processing the results and report the Sectional forces at di�erent places in the vehicle to understand 
force �ow, Dashwall intrusion, force at the bumper in the event of a crash and also the peak acceleration at the Rocker

In this section, you will learn about the standards followed in 
di�erent ENCAPs

Industry-oriented projects
Frontal Crash of a NEON Dodge Model in FMVSS Regulation

In this project, you will set up the case for the side crash simulation from scratch.
You will also be post-processing the results and capturing the sectional forces at di�erent places in the vehicle to understand 
force �ow, B-pillar & fuel tank intrusions and the peak velocity at the door.

Side Pole Impact Analysis of NEON Doge Model in FMVSS 
Regulation

In this project, you will set up the case for the side crash simulation from scratch.
You will also be post-processing the results and capturing the sectional forces at di�erent places in the vehicle to understand 
force �ow, B-pillar & fuel tank intrusions and the peak velocity at the door.

Roof Crush Analysis of a NEON Doge Model in FMVSS
Regulation

In this project, you will set up the case for the roof crash simulation from scratch. 
You will post-process the results and capture the overall strength of the roof. You will also repair the rigid bodies and positioning 
the impactor.

Roof Crush Analysis of a NEON Doge Model in FMVSS 
Regulation



Who should take this course?
Students in Mechanical, Aerospace or Automotive engineering
Freshers looking to gain project experience on HyperMesh, Radioss and FEA
Professionals seeking opportunities as CAE Modellers, CAE Analysts ( with 
modelling experience ) in crash and safety domain in any industry
This course opens the gates to the world of safety in automobiles, methods 
of implementing the safety systems, and validation of the results.

Software Covered

HyperMesh is a software from Altair. It contains the RADIOSS solver that is used extensively in this course.

HyperCrash is an inbuilt software that comes with hyperMesh, which is specially designed for setting up models for car crash 
simulations.

HyperCrash
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